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GENERAL SOURCES


Vietnam Strategy


Historiographic essay.


See Chaps 5-6.

Memoirs and military analysis by senior general.


See Pt. 2.


British administrator & counterinsurgency expert.
G. Vietnam Strategy

Assessments by HQ.

NATIONAL POLICY/DIPLOMACY

Analysis of Dec 1972 attacks on Hanoi.

See Chaps 8-10.


See Chap. 8.


Vietnam Strategy


See also:
- Bibliographies on the Cold War and National Military Policy

**IN-COUNTRY-General Sources**


Analysis of doctrine based upon principles of Clausewitz.

See Vol. 4, pp. 1-129.


See also:

**IN-COUNTRY-Specific Aspects**

See Chaps 4-5.


Vietnam Strategy


IN-COUNTRY-Personal Views


Despite diff personalities & intentions, finds little difference in conduct of war.
